Achieve Mastery—Combine Reading Mastery® with MAP® Reading Fluency™

Build highly skilled and confident learners with strong reading foundations by combining the Reading Mastery® Transformations evidence-based English language arts curriculum with the PreK–5 MAP® Reading Fluency™ assessment from NWEA. Combining NWEA’s assessment data with the proven Reading Mastery curriculum provides an outcome-driven, comprehensive solution for surpassing school achievement and improvement objectives.

An Effective Curriculum. An Efficient Assessment.

When you combine the effective and proven curriculum of Reading Mastery with the efficient and innovative MAP Reading Fluency assessment from NWEA, you can expect results.

Show Growth
Help your students’ reading stay on track with the highly explicit, systematic approach of Direct Instruction provided by Reading Mastery.

Save Time
Maximize your instructional time by using the online screening and progress monitoring adaptive assessments of MAP Reading Fluency. This monitoring and assessment tool supports your instructional decision by simultaneously evaluating students and providing their scored results.

Provide Accountability
Whether it’s the digital resources of Reading Mastery or the advanced technology of MAP Reading Fluency, every student is supported with tools and actionable data to ensure equity in the classroom and remote-learning environments.
Measure Reading Fluency, Foundational Skills, and Comprehension

Quickly and accurately assess your PreK–5 readers. MAP Reading Fluency enables teachers to efficiently measure oral reading fluency with an online, adaptive benchmark and progress monitoring assessment. In addition to fluency, the test measures foundational skills and literal comprehension—all with one 20-minute benchmark assessment. Group testing and automatic scoring return valuable time to teachers.

Adaptive Screening
The adaptive benchmark test meets readers at their level: pre-reading, early reading, or fluent reading. Pre-readers are tested on foundational skills, while more advanced readers receive reading passages and comprehension questions.

Progress Monitoring
Brief assessments utilize automated speech-scoring technology for more frequent measures for students at risk of reading difficulties. This includes older students who may still be working on essential literacy skills.

Developmentally Appropriate
MAP Reading Fluency is a fun and interactive assessment that takes the stress out of reading tests. Early learners have a friendly, animated guide and a colorful interface to keep them engaged.
Build a Foundation for Future Success

*Reading Mastery* offers an unparalleled level of intentional engagement, explicit instruction, intensity, and support. These factors accelerate learning, prevent academic failure, and achieve substantial results. This comprehensive, evidence-based K–5 ELA solution is improving outcomes in classrooms across the country with measurable differences in student confidence and academic achievement.

**Motivate**

Motivate learning by building students’ confidence cycle. The system of consistent instructional routines, scripted lessons, and built-in behavioral management drives performance through increased teacher interactions that intentionally engage and motivate learners while minimizing distractions.

**Transform**

Direct Instruction programs like *Reading Mastery* deliver a learning experience that transforms all learners into confident, successful scholars. This comprehensive solution includes the content and materials needed to provide you with an instructional framework that achieves mastery. Lessons are delivered using consistent, proven techniques:

- Signals and group responses hold learners’ attention.
- Scripted lessons provide consistency and maintain expectations.
- Fast pacing keeps learners on task and engaged.
- Praise reinforces correct responses and builds student confidence.

**Achieve**

*Reading Mastery* equips you to help all learners achieve substantial results. It provides:

- Integrated reading, language arts, and spelling instruction.
- Point-of-use professional learning.
- Online assessment and reporting.
- Just-in-time remediations.
Build stronger reading foundations with *Reading Mastery* and MAP Reading Fluency.

**Learn more at directinstruction.com**